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	The envisioned volume is a collection of recent essays about the philosophical exploration, critique and comparison of (a) the major philosophical models of God, gods and other ultimate realities implicit in the world’s philosophical schools and religions, and of (b) the ideas of such models and doing such modeling per se. The aim is to identify exactly what a model of ultimate reality is; create a comprehensive and accessible collection of extant models; and determine how best, philosophically, to model ultimate reality, if possible and desirable.
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Fire Up Your Communication Skills: Get People to Listen, Understand, and Give You What You Want!Code 3, 1997

	This is a great bathroom book. You go in constipated and come out motivated. Perfect for today's busy reader. There's even a condensed version within the book for "Emergency Situations". You don't have to start this book from the beginning. Just pick a chapter of interest and go for it.


	I wrote this book to...
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Lotus Notes and Domino 6 Programming BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"This unmatched book is a must-have reference for Notes and Domino developers."
     – John Hawkins, Editorial Director,
     Lotus Advisor Magazine & Conference
If Lotus Notes and Domino 6 can do it, you can do it too...     

Whether you’re an architect, developer, or administrator, this guidebook...
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The Ethics of Computer GamesMIT Press, 2009
Despite the emergence of computer games as a dominant cultural industry (and the accompanying emergence of computer games as the subject of scholarly research), we know little or nothing about the ethics of computer games. Considerations of the morality of computer games seldom go beyond intermittent portrayals of them in the mass media as training...
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Data Mining Tools for Malware DetectionAuerbach Publications, 2011

	
		Although the use of data mining for security and malware detection is quickly on the rise, most books on the subject provide high-level theoretical discussions to the near exclusion of the practical aspects. Breaking the mold, Data Mining Tools for Malware Detection provides a step-by-step breakdown of how to develop...
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How to Build an SMS ServiceO'Reilly, 2007
The simple text message application that appears on virtually all mobile phones is the ultimate thin client, allowing your users access to the full computing power and informational depth of the Internet from a cheap cell phone on a mountaintop. 
 
 Building an SMS service can be quite simple. This tutorial guides you through a variety of...
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Bioinformatics: The Machine Learning Approach, Second Edition (Adaptive Computation and Machine Learning)MIT Press, 2001

	We have been very pleased, beyond our expectations, with the reception of
	the first edition of this book. Bioinformatics, however, continues to evolve
	very rapidly, hence the need for a new edition. In the past three years, fullgenome
	sequencing has blossomed with the completion of the sequence of
	the fly and the first draft of the...
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